CONFIDENCE DELIVERED

Exceptional deliverability
- Balloon tip technology to facilitate crossing and deliverability
- Small crossing profile and shaft stiffness transitions for excellent deliverability
- Lubricious coating promotes deliverability

Improved Image Penetration and Resolution
- 30 MHz transducer frequency allows for deeper ultrasound penetration than a 40 MHz transducer frequency
- Ability to visualize larger vessel sizes with higher image resolution than a 20 MHz transducer frequency

Confidence with advanced design
- Stronger proximal shaft for great pushability
- Ease of flush for quick prep
- Compatible with iLab™ POLARIS Multi-Modality Guidance System

POLARIS Multi-Modality Guidance System
Necessary Equipment

The following are required for use of the OPTICROSS 18 Peripheral Imaging Catheter:

- iLab POLARIS Multi-Modality Guidance System
- MDU5 Plus Motor Drive Unit